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Optimization of Tow-Steered Composite Wing Laminates for Aeroelastic Tailoring
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and
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Tow-steered composites are optimized for use in tailoring the aeroelastic behavior of a simple 2D composite wing, with particular emphasis on improving both flutter / divergence airspeeds and gusts loads. Symmetric lay-ups are considered where the fibers vary in orientation along the wing span and chord. Tow-steered laminates were found to increase the instability airspeed by up to 7% compared to optimized straight-fiber laminates, and by 13% compared to optimized laminates with standard (0°/±45°/90°) plies. Tow-steered laminates were also found to reduce the peak wing root gust loads (up to 52%) and the correlated gust loads (up to 24%). The lowest gust loads were reached with higher-order nonlinear fiber angle variations when either all plies were optimized or when two-dimensional fiber angle variations were used. Optimization strategies which allowed the fiber angles to vary freely in each ply generally performed better than optimizations based on the rotation of (0°/±45°/90°) ply stacks along the span of the wing.

Nomenclature

\[ \alpha = \text{local wing section angle of attack} \]
\[ C = \text{wing chord} \]
\[ D_{11}, D_{16}, D_{66} = \text{Classical Laminate Theory D-matrix stiffness terms} \]
\[ E_1, E_2 = \text{composite lamina longitudinal and transverse Young’s moduli} \]
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\( EI \) = beam bending stiffness parameter  
\( F \) = correlated wing root gust load function  
\( g \) = damping ratio  
\( G_{12} \) = composite lamina in-plane shear modulus  
\( GJ \) = beam torsional stiffness parameter  
\( K \) = beam bending-torsion stiffness coupling parameter  
\( L \) = Legendre polynomials  
\( M_\theta \) = unsteady pitch velocity term of the aerodynamic wing section moment  
\( \nu_{12} \) = composite lamina Poisson’s Ratio  
\( \omega \) = vibration mode frequency  
\( P_a \) = optimization penalty parameter associated with a wing section angle of attack constraint  
\( P_{V_{\text{max}}} \) = optimization penalty parameter associated with an instability airspeed constraint  
\( q \) = Rayleigh-Ritz generalized coordinates  
\( Q, M, T \) = wing root gust loads (shear force, bending moment and torque respectively)  
\( \rho_0 \) = composite lamina average density  
\( R \) = optimization objective function scaling parameters  
\( S \) = wing span  
\( t \) = time  
\( \tau \) = composite lamina thickness  
\( \theta \) = local fiber angle relative to the x-direction  
\( T_{mn} \) = fiber angles defined at \((M \times N)\) equally spaced reference points  
\( V \) = airspeed  
\( V_{\text{design}} \) = design airspeed  
\( V_{\text{max}} \) = lowest flutter or divergence instability airspeed  
\( w \) = local wing deflection in z-direction  
\( x, y, z \) = orthogonal coordinate system fixed to wing root  
\( \xi, \eta \) = normalized coordinates along the span (x-direction) and chord (y-direction)
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I. Introduction

The aim of aeroelastic tailoring is to improve the aircraft performance in a passive manner, by concurrently optimizing the structural and aerodynamic behaviors. Significant work has been done in the area of aeroelastic tailoring of composite wing structures since the early 1980s. It was first demonstrated on the X-29 experimental aircraft, where a washout effect (wing up-bend coupled to nose-down twist) was used to increase the divergence speed of the forward-swept wing [1,2]. Other aeroelastic tailoring objectives include: weight reduction [3], drag reduction [4], improved gust response [5,6], optimum flutter characteristics [7], and combinations thereof [8-10]. All of these typically involve modifying the stiffness of the wing and the passive elastic coupling between wing bending and torsion deformations, such as to improve the static and dynamic wing behavior in different airflows. With composite wing structures, the fiber angles and layup sequences can be tailored to optimize the stiffness and bending-torsion coupling over the span of the wing.

New aircraft designs are constantly being explored, including high aspect ratio flexible wings, blended wing-body aircraft, morphing wings and also natural laminar flow low-sweep wings [11,12]. To become feasible, these concepts rely on a multidisciplinary design optimization (MDO) approach, of which the aeroelastic tailoring of advanced composite structures could be a key enabler [13,14]. However, the potential benefits of aeroelastic tailoring may currently be diminished due to the limited design space available with standard unidirectional (UD) laminates, which tend to be homogenized orthotropic $0^\circ/\pm 45^\circ/90^\circ$ ply laminates. In order to change the stiffness or bending-torsion coupling of such a UD laminate, either the whole ply stack has to be rotated relative to the part, or plies of specific fiber orientations have to be added or dropped. The second approach introduces offsets and fiber discontinuities, which lead to detrimental stress concentrations and tend to reduce the strength of a laminate [15]. Design rules are typically used to ensure such features are spread-out and are unlikely to cause significant stresses [16]. Traditionally, the use of these standard laminates has been driven by the aircraft certification requirements, where laminates with plies at 3 or more angles are seen to be beneficial in cases of load uncertainty and where the use of a few discrete ply angles for all components means that the amount of material testing to support certification is reduced [17]. However, these constraints could be relaxed in the future if trends towards more accurate and robust analysis methods and more virtual testing continue [18,19].

Over the last twenty years, so called “tow-steering” techniques have been developed to manufacture laminates with variable angle tow (VAT) plies (also called variable-stiffness plies), including automatic fiber placement (AFP),
tailored fiber placement (TFP) and continuous tow sheering (CTS) [20]. The fibers in these plies are locally unidirectional through the thickness of the ply (as opposed to multi-axial, woven or braided materials), but they follow predefined curvilinear paths within the plane of each ply, such that the fiber angles and ply stiffness vary continuously. To simplify the terminology, we will refer to laminates with constant fiber angles in each ply (i.e. straight fibers) as UD laminates, and laminates with variable fiber angles in some or all plies as VAT laminates.

It has been demonstrated that the curvilinear fiber paths can be optimized to increase the structural performance of VAT laminates beyond that of equivalent UD laminates. Analytical and experimental studies have shown that the buckling strength and post buckling-behavior of VAT flat panels can be improved by redistributing the loads in a panel [21-25]. Other studies have demonstrated that stress concentrations around geometrical discontinuities such as cut-outs can be reduced by steering fibers around the discontinuity [26,27], and the change in vibration frequency as a function of the ply angle variation has also been studied [28-31]. The use of VAT composites has even been investigated for wing morphing applications [32]. However, there has been very little work published on the use of VAT composites for aeroelastic tailoring. Recent work by Haddadpour [33] describes a tool used to optimize the flutter speed of a thin-walled idealized beam wing structure with UD and VAT laminates. The analysis results seem to indicate that higher flutter speeds are achievable by using VAT laminates. Also, recent work by the authors [34] investigated the use of tow-steered composites for influencing the aeroelastic behavior of an idealized wing using a simple composite plate model coupled with modified strip theory aerodynamics. It was shown that it is possible to influence the divergence speed, flutter speed and gust response by changing the fiber angle variations along the span.

More generally, the design space for VAT laminates can be further increased by defining 2D fiber angle variations for each VAT ply and also by defining higher order nonlinear fiber angle variations. One approach for modelling more complex VAT laminates is to use a Finite Element based method, in which the variables are defined at each node [31]. However, in this case, additional constraints are often required to ensure that the variations of design parameters between nodes are smooth. Alternatively, VAT laminates can be described using mathematical functions (e.g. B-splines, Lobatto polynomials, Lagrange polynomials) defining either the tow paths or the variations in the fiber angle direction [35]. Different optimization methods have been investigated for VAT laminates. A review of optimization methods for VAT and UD laminates is available in References [36] and [37], with Genetic Algorithms (GA) being one of the most popular methods. Although GAs can be computationally expensive, they can be used for problems with nonlinearities, discontinuous variables or objective functions, as gradient information is not required. GAs can
also be combined with model reduction methods or response surface methodologies to optimize VAT laminates with fewer numbers of sampled points [38].

In this paper, the preliminary work of [34] is extended and enhanced to consider higher order fiber angle variations in one and two-dimensions. The results of single objective optimization studies are assessed, first determining laminates that maximize flutter or divergence instability airspeeds and then laminates that minimize peak gust loads. Then the outcomes from a multi-objective optimization study are evaluated, aiming to determine the optimum laminate for simultaneously minimizing the correlated gust loads at two different design airspeeds, with constraints on the lowest instability airspeed and the maximum plate twist angle. The benefit of using tow steering is evaluated by comparing the aeroelastic performance of the optimized tow-steered laminates to the performance of the optimized standard UD laminates.

II. Wing Model Description

A. Structural Model

![Figure 1. Simple rectangular wing model of span S and chord C](image1)

The structural model used was a modified version of that previously described in [34]. A Rayleigh–Ritz type approach with 8 bending and 8 torsion shape functions was used to approximate the structural behavior of the simple rectangular plate wing shown in Figure 1. The wing dimensions and material properties are listed in Table 1. The wing was assumed to be chordwise rigid and therefore behaved like a beam, which is representative of the behavior of wing skins supported by closely spaced ribs [39]. Only symmetric laminates were considered, which simplified the analysis by avoiding bending-extension coupling effects. The plate was assumed to consist of a perfectly bonded stack of plies,

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Property</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$E_1$</td>
<td>98000 MPa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$E_2$</td>
<td>7900 MPa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$G_{12}$</td>
<td>5600 MPa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\nu_{12}$</td>
<td>0.28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Span, S</td>
<td>304.8 mm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chord, C</td>
<td>76.2 mm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Density, $\rho_0$</td>
<td>1520 kg/m$^3$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ply thickness, $\tau$</td>
<td>0.134 mm</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
with infinitely thin and stiff bondlines. The displacements were therefore continuous across the ply boundaries; small deflections and linear material behavior were also assumed.

The tow-steered fiber angle variation definition was updated to allow for higher order fiber angle variations over the span of the plate (1D) and both over the span and chord of the plate (2D). The updated fiber angle variation \( \theta(\xi, \eta) \) was based on Lagrange polynomials [25], such that

\[
\theta(\xi, \eta) = \sum_{m=0}^{M-1} \sum_{n=0}^{N-1} T_{mn} \cdot \prod_{i \neq m} \left( \frac{\xi - \xi_i}{\xi_m - \xi_i} \right) \cdot \prod_{j \neq n} \left( \frac{\eta - \eta_j}{\eta_n - \eta_j} \right)
\]

where \( T_{mn} \) are the fiber angles defined at \((M * N)\) equally spaced reference points on the plate with coordinates \((\xi_m, \eta_n)\) and \((\xi_i, \eta_j)\) and where \( \xi \) and \( \eta \) are the normalized coordinates along the span and chord of the wing defined over [-1,1] as shown in Figure 1. For a 1D linear fiber angle variation along the span of the wing, Eq.(1) reduces to

\[
\theta(\xi) = (T_1 - T_0) \left( \frac{\xi + 1}{2} \right) + T_0 \quad .
\]

Lagrange polynomials were used to guaranty that the input fiber angles at each reference point were actually enforced on the plies, although there was no direct control on the fiber angle variations between reference points. Lagrange polynomials also ensured that each additional reference point along the span or the chord of the wing increased the order of the fiber angle variation by 1. Other interpolation methods such as B-splines or Bezier-splines, which allow generally less control, may have been preferred if more than 5 reference points had been used, since Lagrange polynomials can result in undesired rapid fluctuations for large numbers of reference points. The results in section III show that the behaviors of optimized VAT solutions can be similar despite differences in the fiber angle variations, which indicates that the particular fiber angle interpolation method chosen may become less significant as the design space is increased.

To avoid ill-conditioning, a quasi-Monte Carlo numerical integration method [40] was implemented along with shape functions based on Legendre polynomials, which have good convergence characteristics [41], such that

\[
w(\xi, \eta) = \sum_{m=1}^{8} \sum_{n=1}^{2} q_{mn} (1 + \xi)^2 L_m(\xi) L_n(\eta)
\]

where the Legendre polynomials are defined as
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\[ L_0(\xi) = 1; \quad L_1(\xi) = \xi; \quad L_2(\xi) = \frac{1}{2}(3\xi^2 - 1); \quad ... \]

\[ L_i(\xi) = \sum_{j=0}^{i} (-1)^j \frac{(2i - 2j)!}{2^j! (i-j)! (i-2j)!} x^{i-2j} \]

with \( j = \frac{i}{2} \) \((i = 0, 2, 4, ...)\), \( i-1 \frac{i}{2} \) \((i = 1, 3, 5, ...)\)

It was verified that the model with 16 shape functions accurately captured the normal modes of a number of different test layups by performing a convergence study on the number of assumed shape functions and by comparing the results with Finite Element Model predictions (Table 2).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Layup</th>
<th>Mode</th>
<th>Number of assumed shape functions (DoF)</th>
<th>8</th>
<th>12</th>
<th>16*</th>
<th>20</th>
<th>FEM</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>[45 45 0]s</td>
<td>1st bending</td>
<td>5.0</td>
<td>4.9</td>
<td>4.9</td>
<td>4.9</td>
<td>4.9</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2nd bending</td>
<td>31.5</td>
<td>30.4</td>
<td>30.4</td>
<td>30.4</td>
<td>30.4</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3rd torsion</td>
<td>74.9</td>
<td>73.8</td>
<td>73.8</td>
<td>73.8</td>
<td>72.8</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>4th bending</td>
<td>95.3</td>
<td>85.5</td>
<td>85.5</td>
<td>85.5</td>
<td>85.7</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[0 0 90]s</td>
<td>1st bending</td>
<td>5.0</td>
<td>4.9</td>
<td>4.9</td>
<td>4.9</td>
<td>4.9</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1st torsion</td>
<td>39.7</td>
<td>39.6</td>
<td>39.6</td>
<td>39.6</td>
<td>40.1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2nd bending</td>
<td>69.8</td>
<td>69.4</td>
<td>69.4</td>
<td>69.4</td>
<td>69.4</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2nd torsion</td>
<td>133.7</td>
<td>133.4</td>
<td>133.4</td>
<td>133.4</td>
<td>134.5</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3rd bending</td>
<td>199.6</td>
<td>194.5</td>
<td>194.5</td>
<td>194.5</td>
<td>195.0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*selected number of shape functions

For the optimization studies, the EI/GJ/K beam stiffness parameters [39] were extracted to compare the various optimum laminates. These values were calculated from the standard laminate stiffness matrix terms as

\[ EI = CD_{11} \quad ; \quad GJ = 4CD_{66} \quad ; \quad K = 2CD_{16} \cdot \]

(5)

B. Aeroelastic Model

The aeroelastic modelling approach was the same as that used in Reference [34]. The quasi-steady aerodynamic forces on the wing were calculated using modified strip theory and an additional unsteady pitch velocity term \((M_p = -1.2)\) was included in the quasi-steady pitching moment equation to improve flutter and gust behavior predictions, where \(M_p\) is effectively an approximation to the Theodorsen function moment derivative based on an average value over a range of reduced frequencies and flexural axis positions [42]. Despite its limitations, the model was found to captured the aeroelastic behavior of a simple high aspect-ratio wing at low subsonic airspeeds with sufficient accuracy.
to allow a comparison between the UD/VAT optimized laminates; this was previously verified by comparing the model predictions with Finite Element Model results in Reference [34]. It should be emphasized, that the aim here is not to predict the wing response with high accuracy, but to compare representative behaviors obtained using the same model, where modelling inaccuracies would affect both UD and VAT laminate wing behaviors in equal measure.

The flutter and the divergence airspeeds were determined, as well as the vibration frequencies, mode shapes and damping as a function of airspeed. The effect of a discrete (1-cosine) gust on the cantilevered plate was also analyzed in the time domain by including the lift force and pitching moments due to the gust in the aeroelastic system equation.

To simplify the equations, the root angle of attack of the plate was set to zero, which means that there were no steady state aerodynamic loads acting on the plate. Aerodynamic loads were therefore uniquely generated by small disturbances in the airflow for the flutter and divergence analyses and by the oncoming vertical air velocity for the gust analysis.

III. Wing Laminate Optimization

Optimization studies on an 8-ply symmetric laminate were performed to determine optimum fiber angle distributions for different aeroelastic tailoring objectives. In a first study, the fiber angle distributions for maximum instability airspeed (flutter or divergence) were determined. In a second study, the fiber angle distributions for minimum gust load peaks were determined. Finally, a multi-objective optimization study was performed, aiming to determine the optimum laminate for simultaneously minimizing the time-correlated gust loads at two different design airspeeds, with constraints on the lowest instability airspeed and the maximum plate twist angle. In each case the optimum solutions were identified and their aeroelastic characteristics explored. Finally the value and limitations of these studies are reviewed.

The optimization variables consisted of the string of integer valued fiber angles at each reference point and for every ply. For example, the optimization of an 8-ply symmetric laminate with a spanwise fiber angle variation of order 4 (5 reference points) resulted in an input string of 20 fiber angles. The fiber angles at reference points were defined at 5° increments between -90° and +90°.

For all optimization studies, the integer GA available in Matlab with random initial sub-populations was used [43] (typically 6 sub-populations with 50 individuals each, evolved over at least 200 generations). Although GAs are very good at finding global optimal solutions in highly multi-modal design spaces, they do not allow the convergence to a
global solution to be analytically verified. Therefore, each optimization was repeated at least 5 times and it was verified that the runs found optimal solutions with similar fitness values, although it was frequently found that several different optimal fiber angle variation solutions (weakly dominated to each other) may exist.

Three different laminate optimization parameters were explored. The first parameter was the number of plies that were being optimized in the laminate, either only the 4 outer plies or all 8 plies. This parameter reflects the choice between an ideal full laminate optimization and a practical laminate optimization approach, where only the outer plies are tailored since they have the largest effect on the plate’s bending and bend-twist coupling stiffness (second moment of area effect). Using the practical optimization approach, not only are the number of design variables halved, but the inner ply stack could also be designed such as to fulfill other functions (e.g. strength requirements). The second parameter was the order of the fiber angle variation in the optimized plies, from an order of 0 (UD laminate optimization) to an order of 4 (quartic fiber angle variation). The third parameter was the dimensionality of the fiber angle variation, where a 1D variation corresponds to fiber angles only changing along the span of the wing and a 2D variation corresponds to fiber angles changing both along the span and chord of the plate. For 2D variations, for simplicity, the order of the fiber angle variation was set to be the same along the span and the chord of the wing. The effect of changing these parameters was evaluated by comparing the results of four different design optimization strategies:

1. optimization of the 4 outer plies only, with 1D fiber angle variations of order 0 to 4;
2. optimization of all 8 plies, with 1D fiber angle variations of order 0 to 4;
3. optimization of the 4 outer plies only, with 2D fiber angle variations of order 0 to 4;
4. optimization of all 8 plies, by rotating an optimized stack of (0°/±45°/90°) plies in 1D, with fiber angle variations of order 0 to 4. There was no constraint to keep the laminate locally balanced and it was generally found that the optimizer would select laminates which did not have the same number of +45° and -45° plies.

For optimization strategies (1) and (3) an arbitrary (non-optimized) inner ply stack of [-45° +45°], was used.

A. Flutter and Divergence Airspeed Optimization
The first optimization study aimed to determine the optimal fiber angle distributions for maximizing the wing’s lowest flutter or divergence instability airspeed. The maximum instability airspeeds achieved by each of the four tow-steered design strategies are summarized in Table 3 as a function of the order of the fiber angle variation. The lowest optimum (67 m/s) was found with the 8 ply stack rotation of order 0, which corresponds to a standard UD laminate optimization with plies of 0°/±45°/90° fiber angles. The highest optimum (76 m/s) was achieved with each of the three VAT optimization strategies (1) to (3) with at least quadratic fiber angle variations.

Table 3. Maximum optimized instability airspeeds (m/s) as a function of the order of the fiber angle variation and of the laminate optimization strategy

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Optimization strategy</th>
<th>Order of the fiber angle variation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(1)</td>
<td>68</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(2)</td>
<td>71</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(3)</td>
<td>68</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(4)</td>
<td>67</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

To illustrate how the VAT laminates can be tailored to increase the instability airspeed compared to UD laminates, the structural properties and the Vg and Vω graphs for optimized UD and VAT laminates from optimization strategy (1) are plotted in Figure 2 and Figure 3. In these figures, the flexural axis is defined as the locus of flexural centers along the span of the wing at which an applied out-of-plane force causes only bending and no rotation of the section on which the force is applied relative to the wing root [44].

For the optimized UD laminate, the torsional stiffness (GJ) was approximately two times larger than the bending stiffness (EI) (Figure 2). This was beneficial, because it reduced the second bending mode frequency (mode 2) below the first torsional mode frequency (mode 3) and prevented low airspeed flutter due to an interaction of the first bending and first torsion modes. Moreover, since the outer-ply fiber angle was negative, the flexural axis was swept forward towards the leading edge of the wing, which increased the divergence airspeed (washout effect). However, the forward location of the flexural axis also reduced the damping of the first bending mode, which then interacted with the second bending mode and lead to flutter at 68 m/s. It should be noted that both bending vibration modes included some torsional deflections due to the bending-torsion coupling of the laminate.

In comparison, the VAT laminate in Figure 3 achieved a high torsional stiffness inboard while maintaining a flexural axis close to the half-chord location. This effectively damped-out the first bending mode at 64 m/s, preventing
flutter due to interactions with this mode. Outboard, the outer ply fibers swept forward, reducing the local torsional stiffness, which decreased the amount of energy absorbed by the first torsion mode. This occurrence prevented the first torsion mode from becoming unstable and increased the flutter airspeed due to the interaction of modes 2 and 3 to 76m/s, where the second bending mode became unstable. This was followed by mode 1 divergence at 77m/s; characterized by the fully damped mode 1 suddenly becoming unstable. This is a static aeroelastic phenomenon, where the applied aerodynamic forces overcome the restoring elastic forces, leading to an infinite increase in the airfoil angle of attack and therefore wing failure.
Figure 2. Optimum UD laminate solution from optimization strategy (1) (Ply 1 = outer ply)

Figure 3. Optimum VAT laminate solution from optimization strategy (1) for a fiber angle variation of order 4 (Ply 1 = outer ply)
For this study, the relatively good performance of design strategy (1) was due to two main factors. The first was that the plate behavior can be improved by only optimizing the fiber angles in the outer plies. This follows from classical laminate theory, where the contribution of each ply to the laminate bending/torsion stiffness increases with the cube of the ply distance from the laminate mid-plane (second moment of area effect). The second factor was that the arbitrarily chosen stack of [-45° +45°]s inner plies was fortuitously close to one optimum solution for these plies from optimization strategy (2). The results from strategy (3) indicate that no significant advantage may be gained from using 2D vs. 1D fiber angle variations in this case; indeed, the stiffness distributions and the aeroelastic behaviors in Figures 3 and 4 are very similar, despite the different fiber angle distributions. For strategy (3), it should also be noted that the GA algorithm failed to converge for fiber angle variations of order 4 due to the decrease in the convergence rate of the GA. Further work therefore should investigate how to improve the convergence behavior as the number of fiber angle variables increases. Strategy (4) had the worst performance, since it did not allow the variations in bending and torsional stiffness along the span to be decoupled.

Figure 4. Optimum VAT laminate solution from optimization strategy (3) for a fiber angle variation of order 3 (Ply 1 = outer ply)
B. Gust Load Optimization

The second optimization study determined the optimum fiber angle distributions for minimizing the peak gust loads on the wing. In practice, the gust intensity and lengths are defined by the certification authorities [45]. However, due to the size of the wing model (<1m span) and its relatively high natural frequencies, these standard definitions were not appropriate. For this study, a discrete (1-cosine) gust of 1m length and 1m/s upwards vertical velocity was applied at two different design airspeeds of 20m/s and 60m/s. The effective wing root shear load (Q), bending moment (M) and torque (T) were minimized separately, such that each optimization analysis minimized only one of the following fitness functions at one design airspeed:

\[
Fitness = Q + P_{V_{\text{max}}} + P_{\alpha} \quad \text{or} \quad Fitness = M + P_{V_{\text{max}}} + P_{\alpha} \quad \text{or} \quad Fitness = T + P_{V_{\text{max}}} + P_{\alpha}
\]

where

\[
Q = \sqrt{\max(Q(t))^2 + \min(Q(t))^2} \quad ; \quad M = \sqrt{\max(M(t))^2 + \min(M(t))^2} \quad ; \quad T = \sqrt{\max(T(t))^2 + \min(T(t))^2}
\]

\[
P_{\alpha} = \begin{cases} 
V_{\text{max}} - (1.1 \times V_{\text{design}}) \times 1000 & \text{if} \quad V_{\text{max}} < (1.1 \times V_{\text{design}}) \\
1.1 \times V_{\text{design}} & \text{otherwise}
\end{cases}
\]

\[
P_{\alpha} = \begin{cases} 
\frac{\alpha_{\text{max}} - 5}{5} \times 1000 & \text{if} \quad \text{abs}(\alpha(\xi, t)) > 5^\circ \\
0 & \text{otherwise}
\end{cases}
\]

with \( \xi \in [-1,1] \); \( t \in [0,0.3]s \); \( V_{\text{design}} = 20\text{m/s or 60m/s} \)

A first penalty parameter \( P_{V_{\text{max}}} \) was introduced to ensure that the lowest flutter or divergence instability airspeed was at least 10% higher than the design speed. A second penalty parameter \( P_{\alpha} \) ensured that the wing rotation did not exceed 5° at any location along the wing. Both penalty parameters increased rapidly with increased distance from feasible solutions, such that the optimization algorithm would quickly converge towards feasible solutions.

The optimization results for the two different design airspeeds are summarized in Table 4 and Table 5 as a function of the order of the fiber angle variation. These results show that by using VAT laminates, the discrete gust loads can be reduced by up to 52% at 60m/s and up to 22% at 20m/s compared to optimized UD laminates.
To illustrate how the VAT laminates were tailored to reduce the gust loads compared to the UD laminates, the structural properties and the gust response of optimized UD and VAT laminates from strategies (1) and (3) are plotted in Figures 5-7. All laminates minimized the root bending moment (M) at 60m/s. The root bending moment was calculated by integrating the shear load distribution over the span of the wing, which included the aerodynamic forces (gust forces and forces induced by the heave and pitch response of the plate) and inertia forces. The usual convention of positive shear forces in the negative z-direction (as per Figure 1) was adopted (i.e. lift is positive up). The lowest instability airspeed was 68m/s for the UD laminate and 66m/s for both VAT laminates, and the plate twists did not exceed 5°; therefore, all three designs were feasible and penalty parameter values were zero.

Both optimized VAT laminate wings have similar gust responses, despite differences in the fiber angles and stiffness distributions. This shows that multiple optimal solutions (weakly dominated to each other) may be found using VAT laminates.

### Table 4. Minimum optimized wing root gust loads Q, M and T (normalized) as a function of the optimization strategy and the order of the fiber angle variation for a design airspeed of 20m/s

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Opt. strategy</th>
<th>Order of the fiber angle variation</th>
<th>Q</th>
<th>M</th>
<th>T</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0 1 2 3 4</td>
<td>0 1 2 3 4</td>
<td>0 1 2 3 4</td>
<td>0 1 2 3 4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(1)</td>
<td>(1)*</td>
<td>0.82 0.82 0.82 0.81</td>
<td>0.88 0.87 0.85 0.84</td>
<td>0.98 0.96 0.96 0.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(2)</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>0.78 0.78 0.78 0.78</td>
<td>0.96 0.81 0.80 0.78 0.78</td>
<td>0.99 0.95 0.92 0.92 0.91</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(3)</td>
<td>(1)*</td>
<td>0.82 0.81 0.81 0.80</td>
<td>0.86 0.84 0.83 0.83</td>
<td>0.97 0.95 0.95 0.94</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(4)</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>0.79 0.78 0.78 0.78</td>
<td>0.96 0.83 0.81 0.78 0.78</td>
<td>0.99 0.94 0.92 0.92 0.91</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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### Table 5. Minimum optimized wing root gust loads Q, M and T (normalized) as a function of the optimization strategy and the order of the fiber angle variation for a design airspeed of 60m/s

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Opt. strategy</th>
<th>Order of the fiber angle variation</th>
<th>Q</th>
<th>M</th>
<th>T</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0 1 2 3 4</td>
<td>0 1 2 3 4</td>
<td>0 1 2 3 4</td>
<td>0 1 2 3 4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(1)</td>
<td>(1)*</td>
<td>0.67 0.65 0.64 0.63</td>
<td>0.67 0.66 0.53 0.52</td>
<td>0.80 0.78 0.79 0.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(2)</td>
<td>0.96</td>
<td>0.65 0.61 0.55 0.52</td>
<td>0.58 0.54 0.50 0.48</td>
<td>0.79 0.77 0.74 0.73</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(3)</td>
<td>(1)*</td>
<td>0.64 0.68 0.63 0.61</td>
<td>0.65 0.57 0.53 0.53</td>
<td>0.77 0.75 0.74 0.77</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(4)</td>
<td>0.96</td>
<td>0.81 0.77 0.75 0.76</td>
<td>0.84 0.78 0.78 0.77</td>
<td>0.83 0.77 0.77 0.78</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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The maximum root bending moment \((\text{max}(M))\) was due to the cumulative effect of the gust forces and the wing response. The VAT laminates reduced this moment by delaying the peak vibration response relative to the peak applied gust velocity. This was achieved by a reduction in the bending and torsional stiffness (EI and GJ) of the VAT laminates compared to the UD laminate, particularly at the root and tip of the wing.

The minimum root bending moment \((\text{min}(M))\) was only driven by the wing response (since the gust velocities were zero at that time step). The gust mainly excited the second bending mode of the laminates, which resulted in negative inertia shear forces in the inboard section and positive inertia in the outboard section at the minimum root bending moment time step. The positive inertia forces bent the wing tip up and twisted the leading-edge down due to the offset between the flexural axis and the mass axis (at half-chord). For the VAT laminates, this effect was beneficial at the wing tip, where the twist-induced negative aerodynamic forces compensated for the positive inertia forces. However, for the UD laminate, the flexural axis was too far forward, which caused not only the outboard but also the inboard leading edge to twist down and induced detrimental negative aerodynamic loads in the inboard section. Although the VAT laminates’ twist deflections are relatively small compared to that of the UD laminate, it should be highlighted that the VAT laminates’ lower bending stiffness resulted in overall larger tip deflection magnitudes compared to the UD laminate (25mm, 23mm and 17mm respectively at the \(\text{min}(M)\) time step).

For this study, optimization strategies (2) and (3) generally reduced the gust loads more than strategy (1), by either tailoring the inner ply stack (strategy (2)) or by more accurately tailoring the EI/GJ/K stiffness contributions of each ply (strategy (3)). The good performance of strategy (4) at 20m/s is due to the fact that the optimum solutions from all strategies at 20m/s have similar fiber angle variations in the two outer plies. However, strategy (4) is no longer competitive at 60m/s, where the optimum solutions require the independent variation of the fiber angles in the two outer plies (as illustrated in Figure 6).
Figure 5. Optimum UD solution from strategy (1) for minimizing the root bending moment at 60m/s (Ply 1 = outer ply)

Figure 6. Optimum VAT solution from strategy (1) for minimizing the root bending moment at 60m/s with a fiber angle variation of order 4 (Ply 1 = outer ply)
This study determined the optimum fiber angle distributions for minimizing the correlated gust loads on the wing. For this study, loads were minimized at the same time at 20m/s and 60m/s for a discrete (1-cosine) gust of 1m length and 1m/s upwards vertical velocity. A similar study would have been the optimization of the laminates for different lengths of gusts at a constant design airspeed. As mentioned previously, an arbitrary small gust length and amplitude were used rather than the certification gusts due to the small size of the wing model. The same constraints on instability airspeed ($V_{\text{max}}$) and twist angle ($\alpha$) were used as in section B.

The multi-objective optimization was performed using a simple normalized objective function weighting scheme. This approach was chosen as it is intuitive and easy to use. Moreover, for problems with convex pareto-fronts, it also guarantees finding solutions on the entire pareto-optimal set [46], defined as the set of solutions which are non-dominated in the entire feasible search space. As shown below, the resulting pareto points were sufficiently closely
spaced to assume such convex pareto-fronts. It should be emphasized that the aim was not to determine the exact pareto front for each laminate optimization strategy, but rather to qualitatively compare the different pareto-fronts obtained using the same optimization algorithm.

The optimization algorithm is minimizing the following fitness function:

\[
\text{Fitness} = R_1 \cdot \max(F_1) + R_2 \cdot \max(F_2) + P_{V_{\text{max}}} + P_{\alpha}
\]

where

\[
F_1 = \sqrt{(R_{Q_1}Q(t))^2 + (R_{M_1}M(t))^2 + (R_{T_1}T(t))^2} \quad \text{at } V = 20\text{m/s}
\]

\[
F_2 = \sqrt{(R_{Q_2}Q(t))^2 + (R_{M_2}M(t))^2 + (R_{T_2}T(t))^2} \quad \text{at } V = 60\text{m/s}
\]

\[
P_{V_{\text{max}}} > 0 \quad \text{if } V_{\text{max}} < 66\text{m/s} \quad ;
\]

\[
P_{\alpha} > 0 \quad \text{if } \text{abs}(\alpha(\xi, t)) > 5^\circ
\]

with

\[
\xi \in [-1,1], t \in [0.3]\text{s}
\]

\[
R_1 + R_2 = 1 \quad \text{with } R_1, R_2 \in [0,1]
\]

and \(R_{Q_1}, R_{Q_2}, R_{M_1}, R_{M_2}, R_{T_1}, R_{T_2}\) are arbitrary positive scaling parameters, which allow the relative importance of the root shear load, bending moment and torque to be defined. For this study, these parameters are set such that equal importance is attributed to reductions in \(Q, M\) and \(T\) for both design airspeeds, based on reference values of \(Q, M\) and \(T\) from optimum UD laminate solutions from section B. The functions \(\max(F_1)\) and \(\max(F_2)\) correspond to the maximum correlated wing root gust loads at the two airspeeds. By varying the objective function scaling parameters \(R_1\) and \(R_2\), the trade-off between a reduction in gust loads at 20m/s and one at 60m/s can be established in the form of a pareto-optimal set.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Optimization strategy</th>
<th>Order of the fiber angle variation</th>
<th>0</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(1)</td>
<td>(1)*</td>
<td>0.79</td>
<td>0.79</td>
<td>0.78</td>
<td>0.78</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(2)</td>
<td>0.96</td>
<td>0.77</td>
<td>0.77</td>
<td>0.77</td>
<td>0.76</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(3)</td>
<td>(1)*</td>
<td>0.78</td>
<td>0.77</td>
<td>0.76</td>
<td>0.78</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(4)</td>
<td>0.96</td>
<td>0.90</td>
<td>0.89</td>
<td>0.89</td>
<td>0.88</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Table 6. Minimum optimized fitness (normalized) as a function of the optimization strategy and the order of the fiber angle variation (for \(R_1=R_2=0.5\))
The optimization results are summarized in Table 6, with the optimized VAT laminates leading to a correlated gust load reduction of up to 24% compared to the optimized UD solutions. The pareto-optimal sets for different optimization strategies and for increasing orders of fiber angle variations are plotted in Figure 8 and Figure 9. This shows that the VAT laminates not only allow an overall reduction in loads, but also an increase in the choice of optimal solutions, by allowing a trade-off between gust load reductions at the two design airspeeds.

The structural properties and the gust responses of optimized UD and VAT solutions from strategies (1) and (3) are plotted in Figures 10-12. The lowest instability airspeed was 66m/s for all three laminates and the plate twists did not exceed 5°; therefore, the three designs were feasible and penalty parameter values were zero. Both optimized VAT laminates have again very similar gust responses, despite differences in the fibre angle variations and stiffness distributions. The max($F_1$) and max($F_2$) peaks were mainly due to combinations of high root shear and bending moment loads. As for the previous study (section B), the VAT laminates achieved a reduction in these load peaks compared to the UD laminate by delaying the peak vibration response relative to the peak applied gust velocity. Again, the VAT laminates’ bending and torsional stiffness (EI and GJ) were lower than those of the UD laminate, particularly at the root and tip of the wing.

As mentioned in the previous study, a flexural axis location forward of the wing tip leading edge was detrimental in terms of reducing the loads induced by the 60m/s gust. However, at 20m/s, the gust excited mainly the first bending
mode of the wing, where inertia forces were positive at maximum up-bend and negative at maximum down-bend. In this case, a forward location of the flexural axis over the whole wing was beneficial, since it coupled positive inertia forces with negative aerodynamic forces (due to leading-edge down-twist) and the other way around. The optimized VAT laminates were therefore inherently a compromise between reducing the gust loads at one design airspeed at the detriment of increasing the gust loads at the other design airspeed.

This study highlighted the relative performances of the four optimization strategies for the specific case of the simple rectangular plate wing with 8 plies. Strategy (4) had the worst performance, because it only achieved a 12% total load reduction and its pareto-optimal set was small. Strategies (2) and (3) had the best performance relative to their respective 4/8ply and 8/8ply optimum UD solutions, with overall load reductions of 21% and 24% and larger pareto-optimal sets. Arguably, strategy (1) delivered the best compromise between significantly reducing the gust loads (reduction of 22% compared to the 4/8ply UD solution), providing a wide set of pareto-optimal solutions and minimizing the number of design variables, which allowed for a faster, more efficient optimization.
Figure 10. Optimum UD laminate solution from strategy (1) for reducing the correlated gust loads (for $R_1=0.5$) (Ply 1 = outer ply)

Figure 11. Optimum VAT laminate solution from strategy (1) for reducing the correlated gust loads (for $R_1=0.5$) with a fiber angle variation of order 4 (Ply 1 = outer ply)
D. Scientific significance and limitations

The optimization studies have shown how 1D and 2D VAT laminates could improve the aeroelastic behavior of a simple wing by continuously changing its stiffness along the span and the chord. It was demonstrated that even 1D, 1st order fiber angle variations could lead to significant gust-load reductions, and that by opening the design space, VAT laminates allowed larger numbers of pareto-optimal solutions. A better understanding of the mechanisms for aeroelastic tailoring with VAT laminates was developed.

Since the results were compiled for the specific case of the simple rectangular plate wing with 8 plies and a limited number of load cases, they cannot be expected to generalize to more complex or different geometry wings. Instead, the rectangular plate optimization can be seen to constitute a first practical step towards a more realistic wing box model optimization, with more realistic load cases and additional structural, mass and control effectiveness.
constraints, which will be required in order to determine the benefits of using VAT laminates for aeroelastic tailoring with more accuracy.

IV. Conclusions

The aeroelastic behavior of a simple composite wing was optimized using 8-ply symmetric tow-steered (VAT) laminates in order to investigate the potential for VAT laminates to increase the flutter / divergence instability airspeeds and to reduce the internal loads associated with gusts. An assumed modes model of a simple rectangular unswept composite wing combined with modified unsteady strip theory aerodynamics was used. The fiber angles in each tow-steered ply were defined using Lagrange polynomials, with linear to 4th order fiber angle variations in 1D and 2D. Different optimization strategies were explored, comparing the effect of: 1) varying the number of plies optimized; 2) increasing the order of the fiber angle variation; 3) using 1D or 2D fiber angle variations; 4) rotating a standard (0°/±45°/90°) ply laminate in 1D.

Optimum laminates for maximum flutter / divergence speeds and for minimum gust loads were determined and their aeroelastic behavior was reviewed. The VAT laminates increased the instability airspeed by up to 7% compared to optimized UD laminates, and by 13% compared to optimized UD laminates with standard (0°/±45°/90°) plies. Compared to optimized UD laminates, VAT laminates also reduced the peak wing root gust loads (up to 52%) and the correlated gust loads (up to 24%). The lowest gust loads were reached with higher-order nonlinear fiber angle variations when either all plies were optimized or when 2D fiber angle variations were used. Optimization strategies which allowed the fiber angles to vary freely in each ply generally performed better than optimizations based on the rotation of (0°/±45°/90°) ply stacks along the span of the wing.

These results demonstrate that tow-steered laminates allow improved designs compared to traditional unidirectional laminates for a 2D wing. The study requires further development to investigate aeroelastic tailoring phenomena of more realistic 3D wing box models using tow-steered composites. Additional mass, structural and aeroelastic tailoring objectives also need to be considered to more accurately assess the potential benefits of using tow-steering for wing structures.
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